Introduction
Operational Linescan System (OLS) instruments onboard Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites can detect areas of anthropogenically derived light sources (electric lighting and fires), which indicate the presence of human settlements (15, 16) . The spatial resolution of DMSP OLS imagery permits a spatial analysis of changes within cities, which is not possible by using estimated measles transmission rates. Long-term measles case reports in Niger are consistently available at the level of the health district, the spatially smallest of which is the entire city of Maradi (28) . Here, we measure changes in brightness as a proxy for relative density within cities. The goal of this analysis is to estimate spatiotemporal changes of risk with respect to disease transmission within cities. We do this by using nighttime lights brightness to detect locations and times of highest density and greatest density fluctuations within cities. With the identification of such areas, intervention efforts can be planned with increased efficiency and precision.
This study focused on five cities: four from Niger and one from Nigeria: Niamey, Maradi, Zinder, Agadez, and Katsina (Fig. S1A ). The nighttime lights brightness of Niamey, Maradi, and Zinder were analyzed because weekly measles incidence data from 1995-2004 were available for each of these cities (2, 28) . In addition, the northern city of Agadez was included for contrast; seasonal rainfall and agriculture are minimal, and year-round employment in uranium mines in the region does not contribute to seasonal labor migration. Although long-term measles data were not available for the city of Agadez, long-term measles data from the larger district of Agadez showed far less pronounced seasonal increases in measles incidence than was seen in other districts, particularly those in the south (2) . Finally, Katsina in Nigeria was included because previous work has shown that this area is likely to be an epidemiologically important component of the metapopulation that includes Maradi, Zinder, and surrounding health districts in southern Niger (29) .
Methods

Cities and rainfall
Daily rainfall estimates were obtained from 2003 to 2006 from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Climate Prediction Center's (CPC) Morphing Technique (CMORPH) (30) for all of Niger. The Ministry of Health estimated the population sizes and birth rates for the health districts in Niger for 2004 (28) and the population size of Katsina, Nigeria was taken from the 2006 census.
For each of the five urban areas described above, the urban and settlement polygon outlines were derived based on 2000 and 2005 Landsat imagery from either on-screen manual delineation or area-masked unsupervised per-pixel classifications sourced from the EarthSat-MDA GeoCover 2000 Stock (Landsat) scenes. The pixels included in the ! # maximum lighting extent were identified through the Global Rural Urban Mapping Project (GRUMP) urban extents data set, which was based principally on multiyear composite DMSP-OLS data (22) . The DMSP-OLS data were used to identify stable lights for defining urban areas. No image thresholding was undertaken in the construction of the GRUMP urban extents dataset. As a result of the "overglow" effect associated with these images (31) , mapped urban extents often extend beyond the true boundaries for larger cities. These extents were used to select appropriate images for nighttime lights analyses using the methods described below.
Nighttime lights and associated data
DMSP satellites orbit at low altitude (833 km) and provide visible and thermal-infrared images to visualize nighttime lights and detect cloud cover. The processed, georeferenced images, obtainable from the Space Physics Interactive Data Resource (SPIDR, http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/spidr/), are available at ~1-km spatial resolution (0.00833 decimal degrees, resampled from the 2.7-km native resolution at the SPIDR). For most of the earth, a set of two images is captured twice a day, once during the daytime and once at night, between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. One image is captured in the visible light spectrum and the other is a thermal infrared (TIR) image. The former enables detection of anthropogenically derived light sources, while the latter provides a method for detecting clouds in images (see below). To assess nighttime light brightness, DMSP-OLS images from the F15 satellite were used. We focused on the F15 satellite partly because it was operational during the time period when weekly measles case reports were available. The F15 OLS sensor was launched in 2000 and provided usable night lights images until 2008 (32) .
Although images are taken daily, the vast majority are inappropriate for this method. Images must be thoroughly screened and selected carefully because many environmental elements can impact brightness measurements. First, lunar illumination can contaminate brightness measurements so images captured during bright moon phases were avoided. To ensure image comparability and minimize natural light contamination, images captured during times of low lunar illumination were selected using a lunar calendar. Moreover, to avoid solar contamination and reduce the impact of variability in human behavior, we only considered images that were captured between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Cloud contamination can also affect brightness measurements. During preliminary analyses to identify candidate images, the SPIDR screened georeferenced images for cloud cover using an in-house constructed cloud algorithm for the pixels used in this study to eliminate images with cloud cover. The cloud algorithm compares the thermal band of the DMSP-OLS with surface temperature obtained from the NOAA-National Centers for Environmental Protection (NCEP) Global Forecast System (GFS) grids; areas that are significantly cooler than the surface temperature are deemed clouds. These preliminary analyses confirmed that the F15 satellite produced the most cloud-free, low lunar images during the period of interest. Based on the lunar cycles and cloud algorithm results, we then visually examined each TIR image thumbnail of all remaining candidate images. We selected images that were free of cloud cover over all pixels for all five cities of interest.
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Images that met these initial screening requirements were acquired from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Geophysical Data Center as georeferenced images. TIR values for all pixels within the urban extents of interest were extracted using R (33) . TIR values are positively correlated with cloud presence so a conservative threshold was chosen, and images with TIR values over 50 [in their digital number (DN) format] were dropped from the analyses. For each of the remaining images that met all these requirements (n = 155), we extracted brightness values for each pixel of each city. For each image, the brightness value [also in the DN format, as was done in Agnew et al., 2008 (17) ] was measured for each pixel within each defined urban extent. It is important to note that brightly lit areas can cause sensor saturation, whereas low-lit areas are undetectable (34) (see more below).
All the 155 images used were captured during 2000, 2002, 2003, and 2004 . In order to create an annual signature of brightness, we arranged these images by calendar date (Fig.  S1B ). Because of satellite drift and gradual sensor degradation over time, the extracted brightness values were calibrated to ensure comparability between years. This was done using intercalibration equations, which were derived using overlapping nighttime brightness measurements during periods of two simultaneously operational satellites [detailed in Table 2 in Elvidge et al. 2009 (32) ].
To detect city-wide patterns of temporal brightness fluctuations, we calculated the mean brightness value across all pixels within each city for each image. These brightness values were used for correlation against city-wide estimated transmission rates ( Fig. 1F , main paper, and Fig. S2A ). For visualization purposes, a cubic smoothing spline (df = 3) was fit to the relative brightness values; these are shown as smoothed curves for each city ( Fig. 1E and Fig. S2B ). To detect spatial variation in density fluctuations within cities, we calculated the mean and variance of individual pixel brightness measurements across all images ( Fig. S2 , C to E).
Results
The overall temporal patterns for seasonal changes in nighttime brightness for all five cities were qualitatively similar. Each city's brightness values fell below the mean during the rainy season and rose above the mean during the dry season, with the exception of Agadez, which had a later onset of consistent rain, by which time brightness values were below their mean annual value (Fig. S2, A and B) . Compared with the other four cities in this analysis, the northern city of Agadez showed the least pronounced fluctuations in brightness (Table S1 ).
Spatially, all five cities contained pixels that were consistently brighter than the others. It was not surprising that these pixels were often located near the geographic city center ( Fig. S2C ). All five cities exhibit a positive correlation of varying strength between variance in pixel brightness and mean pixel brightness (correlation coefficients: Niamey = 0.33, p < 0.01; Maradi = 0.82, p < 0.01; Zinder = 0.67, p < 0.01; Agadez = 0.67, p < 0.01; Katsina = 0.58, p < 0.01). In the two largest cities, Niamey and Katsina, the correlation was weakest because this relationship turned over when the sensor became saturated and could no longer detect increased brightness (~64 here, Fig. S2D ). Distance ! % from the city center was negatively correlated with mean pixel brightness and variance in brightness values ( Fig. S2E ). Exceptions to the latter relationship are seen in Niamey and Katsina, where pixels at the city center have low variance due to sensor saturation.
Discussion
Despite the difference in geographic size and total population size, similar patterns of spatial and temporal variation in brightness emerged in all five cities. The relatively lower fluctuations in brightness in Agadez are likely caused by comparatively fewer seasonal labor opportunities. Although agriculture cannot be heavily practiced this close to the desert and the brightness in Agadez fluctuates the least of all the cities, the brightness first falls below the mean at the onset of the rainy season in the southern, agricultural areas of Niger. This may reflect a small amount of long-distance seasonal agricultural relocation from this city, although measuring changes in brightness does not allow us to track individual movements or changes in the daily routines of nonmigrants.
It was not surprising that city centers were generally brightest, whereas increased distance from the city center was negatively correlated with mean brightness. The greatest fluctuation in brightness occurred either at the city center or very near the city center, in the case of pixel saturation at the city center.
Conclusion
Along with the seasonal signature of brightness fluctuations, the spatial patterns of brightness can highlight times and areas of greatest population density and greatest fluctuations in population density. Spatiotemporal patterns of population fluctuations are consistent across these five cities and this information can aid in planning intervention strategies.
Supporting Online Material Part 2: SEIR Model in Niamey Introduction
To understand the impact of dynamic population density on the progression of a measles epidemic at high spatial and temporal resolution, we fit an explicit SEIR (Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered) model to a measles outbreak from 2003 to 2004 with daily reported cases of measles each commune within the city of Niamey, Niger (35) .
Methods
Brightness values
For the commune-level analysis of Niamey, brightness values were extracted for each pixel of each commune (pixels were assigned to a commune using the method described in supporting online material 1 for the city designation of pixels). For each image, the mean brightness value was taken across all pixels within a commune. A cubic smoothing spline (df = 3) was fit to the brightness values for each of the three communes independently across calendar dates (Fig. 2B ). The resulting values were used to calculate ! & the derivative of the brightness curve for each commune, which was then used in the SEIR model ( Fig. 2D and below) .
Model
This approach measured the mechanism underlying the observed seasonally fluctuating incidence of disease. Previous models have incorporated seasonal fluctuations by fitting time-varying transmission parameters (! t ) and holding population density constant (36) , despite proposing seasonal changes in population density as the underlying mechanism for the observed seasonal swings in disease incidence (2) . This formulation had the implicit interpretation that contact rates were changing yet the population sizes in the model were held constant. Here we included changes in population size by explicitly including movements into and out of each settlement, as indexed by lights. Thus, we modify the basic SEIR model to include time-dependent migration (M t ) into and out of the susceptible (S) and exposed (E) class:
In each commune, S t , E t , and I t are the number of susceptible, exposed, and infectious individuals at time t, respectively, and ! is a constant transmission parameter. Infected individuals progress through 3 stages in the exposed class and 4 stages in the infectious class to approximate gamma distributed durations in each of these classes (9, 37) . The transitions through these stages occur at rate " = 1/2 and # = 1/2 to give expected durations in the exposed and infectious classes of 6 and 8 days, respectively. M S,t and M E,t represent the susceptible and infected individuals migrating in and out of the population of each commune in each time step. We modeled the migration into and out of the population as a linear function of the change in nighttime light brightness. Thus, the time-specific change in the susceptible and exposed classes are given by:
where ( is the slope of the linear function and dL dt is the derivative of a smoothing spline fit to the nighttime lights brightness of each commune, The terms P S and P E are scaling constants that reflect the assumption that migrants should be disproportionately susceptible; we have presented the results from the ratio of P S :P E of 50:1in the main text, but the results from other ratios are discussed in detail below. At each daily time step, the number of individuals transitioning into and out of each class (S, E, I, R) was assumed to be a Poisson random variable with expectation equal to the values given in equations 1 and 2.
In Niamey in 2004, a 2-week vaccination campaign was conducted starting on day 161 of the measles epidemic. The campaign targeted all children 9-59 months of age with a goal of achieving 50% coverage. To incorporate the vaccination campaign, we assumed that the susceptible population was reduced by 50% over a 2-week period, using a constant daily rate, from day 161 to 175 of the epidemic.
Local health centers recorded daily measles cases presenting at clinics in each of the 3 communes in Niamey from calendar day 307 of 2003 through calendar day 172 of 2004. These case reports likely reflect an underestimate of the true number of measles cases. We model the reported cases on each day as a negative binomial random variable with mean equal to )I t 1 and variance equal to *. Thus, the cases presenting at clinics on any given day are only those transitioning from the exposed to infectious class on each day, when measles symptoms became apparent.
We fit the dynamic epidemic model (equations 1 and 2) to the reported daily measles cases for each commune using a Bayesian particle filter (38) . The algorithm was as follows:
1. 50,000 draws for the parameters: !, migration rate (either ( or nighttime lightsindependent), S 0 (the initial susceptible population size), ), and * from uniform prior distributions. 2. For each parameter draw from the prior, 5000 iterations of the stochastic epidemic model (equations 1 and 2) were run starting on epidemic day 1 (calendar day 307 of 2003) initialized with a single infected individual. 3. For each simulated trajectory, we evaluated the likelihood of observing the reported cases given the simulated incidence, I t 1 under the negative binomial observation model. 4. The approximate likelihood for each draw from the prior was calculated as the average of the likelihoods for the 5000 simulated trajectories. 5. We then re-sampled the initial draws from the prior distribution, with replacement, with sampling weights equal to the approximate likelihood to arrive at a posterior distribution for the parameters.
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We took the mean of the posterior distribution as a point estimate, and quantiles of the posterior distribution as interval estimates.
We further fit two additional models to each commune for the purposes of comparison. In the first we assumed no migration, i.e. we fixed ( at 0. In the second, we fit a constant migration rate that was not informed by the pattern of nighttime lights. Both models were fit to each commune using the algorithm described above.
Sensitivity analysis of ratio of susceptible to infected migrants
We hypothesized that the timing of epidemics in Niamey was driven by a seasonal change in the density of susceptible hosts. Additionally, because measles was absent from Niamey prior to the 2003-04 outbreak, the infection was likely imported before the epidemic occurred. Bjørnstad et al. (39) have previously shown that immigration of infected individuals is important at the start of an epidemic, but has little impact on the trajectory of an epidemic once it is started. Individuals are infected with measles for only ~14 days, thus we presumed that, in any given time step, infected individuals should be rare relative to susceptible individuals among migrants. Because immunity is longlasting, the majority of the population is immune or recovered (and therefore epidemiologically unimportant) (39); here we explored the sensitivity of our results to the ratio of susceptible to infected migrants. To do this, we fit the nighttime lights-informed model and the constant migration model across five different ratios of susceptible to infected individuals; 1:1, 10:1, 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1. (Note that the ratio of migrants is irrelevant in the model with no migration.) We compared the predicted number of days to reach the 10, 25, and 50% percentiles of total cases from simulated trajectories of the fitted models across all five ratios for all three models across all three communes (Fig.  S3 ).
Although presented in Fig. S3 , we note that the ratio of 1:1 is highly unlikely, as this would indicate that the proportion of the population of immigrants that was neither recovered nor immune was constantly equal parts susceptible and infected. In one interpretation, a susceptible to infected ratio of 1:1 would exceed the proportion of infected individuals observed at one time in this population, even during an epidemic, and would not be sustainable. Alternatively, this ratio could occur for a short time in a population that was almost entirely recovered, in which case epidemics would likely not occur.
Results
For each commune, the model simultaneously fit values for !, migration rate (either ( or nighttime lights-independent), the initial susceptible population size (S 0 ), the observation rate, ), and the observation variance, *. We found that for all communes, a model with seasonal migration, as indexed by nighttime lights brightness, predicted the timing and magnitude of reported measles cases far better than the other two models (Fig. 2D) . The likelihood (approximated by the particle filter) for the nighttime lights-informed models was significantly greater than the competing models in all three communes (Table S2 ).
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This was particularly apparent in communes 1 and 2, where the bulk of the cases occurred (Table S4 ).
Sensitivity analysis of ratio of susceptible to infected migrants
Under the nighttime lights-informed model, the time to each of the percentiles of cases was sensitive to the assumed ratio of susceptible to infected individuals, with earlier timing in commune 1 and 2 when infected individuals were rare among immigrants, and in commune 3 when infected individuals were common among immigrants. The nighttime lights-informed model replicated the timing of the 25% and 50% percentiles of cases in all three communes for settings in which infected immigrants were rare relative to susceptible immigrants. Under the constant migration model, the number of days to the percentiles was invariant to the assumed ratio.
The models with no migration and constant migration consistently underestimated the time to the percentiles of cases regardless of the assumed ratio. The nighttime lightsinformed model tended to reproduce the observed time to the percentiles in all three communes for ratios at which infected migrants were relatively rare (i.e. susceptible to infected ratios greater than 10:1).
Both the nighttime lights-informed model and the model with no migration tended to produce trajectories in which the timing to the percentiles was ordered from commune 1 to 3; though there was considerable variation in the timing of percentiles in commune 3 when the ratio of susceptibles to infected migrants was low. Specifically, the model with no migration predicted the order of timings to 25 and 50% of cases to progress in order from commune 1 to 3.
Discussion
The model with no migration (( = 0) and the model with constant migration both predicted the peak of the epidemic to be larger and occur earlier than observed. The model with constant migration estimated that the epidemic would take off immediately and progress rapidly.
The sensitivity analysis suggests that both the timing of epidemic percentiles compared to the observed epidemic and the relative ordering of percentiles in the three communes is relatively robust to the ratio of migrants while infected individuals are relatively rare within any given time step. For all analyses in the main text, we present results assuming that the ratio of susceptible to infected migrants is 50:1. While the cumulative number of infected individuals over the course of an epidemic may reach a large percentage of the susceptible pool, the short period of infection of only ~14 days indicates that infected individuals are likely to be relatively rare within the population at any given time point.
We note that commune 3 is the smallest of the three communes as measured by population size and numbers of measles cases. For these reasons, the model predictions from commune 3 are more sensitive to stochastic variation than either communes 1 or 2. This leads to variation across model trajectories, resulting in a wider range of predicted values than is seen for the other two communes (Fig. S3 ). Note that we are using the ! * shape of the brightness curves to estimates relative changes in incidence such that correctly predicting the timing of the onset and the peak of the epidemic using a stochastic model is more important than correctly predicting the magnitude of the epidemic, which is a simple scaling issue. The nighttime lights-informed model is able to predict the time to the percentiles of cases in all three communes. Although the predictions cover a wide range of values for the reasons mentioned above, the reported measles cases fall within the predicted boundaries from the nighttime lights-informed model.
The observed relatively late timing of the peak in nighttime brightness in commune 3 is interesting ( Fig. 2B main paper) . We do not currently have a clear explanation as to why the fluctuations of anthropogenic lights in this part of the city appeared to be out of phase with the rest of the city. The increase in brightness during the rainy season, however, definitively showed that the sensors are not affected by the rainy season and can detect increases in brightness year round. Commune 3 had the fewest cases and the timing of the intervention occurred when both cases and brightness were increasing. The reactive immunization campaign may have had a strong impact in commune 3, while it occurred after the peak of cases and brightness in communes 1 and 2.
Conclusion
Three explicit SEIR models fit to each of the three communes of Niamey showed that the estimated fluctuations in population size, based on changes in nighttime lights brightness, were necessary to explain the initial trajectory and overall magnitude of a measles epidemic in the city of Niamey during 2003-04. In all three communes, models that included nighttime lights brightness were also far more accurate in predicting the timing to percentiles of measles cases when compared to models that did not include nighttime lights; brightness. This approach could be beneficial for exploring the dynamics of directly transmitted diseases with possible density effects, such as waves of seasonal influenza (40) Dashed vertical lines delineate the two-week periods for which transmission rates were estimated (1). Table S3 . Parameter values (95% credible intervals given in brackets) for each commune and model; ! = constant transmission parameter; ( = slope of linear function of nighttime lightdependent migration rate.
Model, commune log(ß) log(() log(S 0 )
Nighttime lights, commune 1 -11.26 (-11.45, -10.99) 9.17 (8.35,9.88) 9.61 (9.38,9. Table S4 . For each commune, columns indicate the following: size of each commune (as measured by ~1 km image pixels), the mean value of smoothed brightness for each commune, difference between the maximum and minimum values of smoothed brightness for commune, and the total number of reported measles cases per commune during the 2003-2004 epidemic.
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